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Risks of Particulate Contamination in Infusion Therapy

The problems of particulate contamination of infusion solutions and their resultant effects
are well known and it is clear that the increasing complexity of intravenous (IV) therapy
has only aggravated this situation.1

Sources of Particulate Contamination

Particulate contamination can arise from five main sources: drug incompatibility
reactions, incomplete reconstitution of drugs, components and systems, lipid macro
micelles and entrapped air emboli.

Drug incompatibility reactions
Drug incompatibility reactions occur when two or more solutions are mixed in an infusate
and they react either chemically or physically together to form particles (with resultant
potential loss of pharmacological activity). It has been reported that 15 - 28% of drugs
are administered clinically without knowing their potential for incompatibilities or in spite
of known incompatibilities.2-4 Calcium phosphate precipitates in IV solutions have been
reported as causing Adult Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS), granulomatous
interstitial pneumonia, pulmonary embolism and death5,6 and pulmonary arterial
occlusion.7 Finally, precipitation of Ceftriaxone in the presence of calcium salts has been
found to cause the death of a neonate.8,9

Incomplete drug reconstitution
Incomplete drug reconstitution can lead to the formation of particulate matter. An
example of this is shown in a study investigating the reconstitution of Amphotericin B
where particle counts originating from un-dissolved drug and the drug vial itself were
found to exceed USP guidelines.10

Components and systems 
There are many reports in the literature of particulates inherent in drug components or
associated systems. These range from generic drug formulations being found to be
heavily contaminated with particles11, to demonstration of abrasion of silicone particles
during pump-controlled infusion12 and the discovery of particulate contamination
(presumably plastic) isolated from a clot in a catheter.13

Lipid macro micelles
Enlarged lipid droplets can arise in admixtures due to inherent instability and the use of
plastic bag containers.14 Infusion of such admixtures has been shown to cause tissue
injury and oxidative stress to reticulo-endothelial system organs.15



Entrapped air emboli
Air emboli can be caused by the degassing or mixing of solutions, leaks from administration sets or gas residues in
syringes and connectors.16 Air bubbles may transfer into the arterial circulation and cause end arterial obstruction
(paradoxical embolism).17 Similarly, air bubbles as small as 30 - 60 μm may cause an embolism of small arteries followed
by tissue ischaemia.18

Mechanisms of Particle Toxicity

The following physicochemical characteristics of any particles will determine their level of toxicity: size, size distribution,
agglomeration state, shape, crystal structure, chemical composition, surface area, surface chemistry, surface charge and
porosity.19 There would appear to be a number of main mechanisms by which clinical effects are manifested, namely via
thrombogenicity and thrombophlebitis, direct embolism (respiratory distress), inflammation and impairment of micro-
circulation and endothelial function.

Thrombogenicity and thrombophlebitis
Post-mortem analysis of lung tissue from ARDS patients revealed foreign bodies as the nucleus for thrombi formation.
Analysis of these showed glass from ampoules, rubber from infusion bottle stoppers and plastic from infusion sets.19

Similarly, micro- and nano-scale inorganic particles were isolated from thrombi on 12 out of 14 explanted vena cava filters
and it was considered that the particles were the likely cause for the thrombi.20 Thrombophlebitis occurs in 5 - 77% of
peripherally infused patients.21 Such episodes may lead to lung embolism in up to 33% of cases and to deep vein
thrombosis in 66%.22

Direct embolism
There is evidence to show that the presence of particles can lead directly to embolism. For example, glass fragments have
been found embedded in post-mortem lung tissue samples from the lungs of neonates.23 Impairment of micro-circulation 

Impairment of micro-circulation
In vitro animal studies investigating the effects of infusions of particles into hamster tissues have concluded that patients
with ischaemic tissue damage (due to surgery, trauma, sepsis etc.) are highly vulnerable to particulate contamination.11

Effects of Filtration

There are numerous reports in the literature demonstrating the beneficial effects of using filters on infusion lines. A meta
analysis of 14 clinical studies showed an increased survival of infusion sites in the filter group compared to controls.24 Use
of the Pall Posidyne® ELD Filter (since rebranded as the Pall NanodyneTM  ELD Filter) was found to immediately prevent a
reported increase in the rate of deep vein thrombosis most likely caused by particles released from poor quality IV tubing.25

A study of the use of IV filters in sick newborn infants reported ‘The use of this in-line filter leads to a significant decrease
in major complications and cost savings’.26 Finally, a major clinical study recently reported a significant reduction in the
incidence of systemic inflammatory response syndrome in critically ill children when using in-line filtration.27 The European
Society for Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition currently recommends ‘All PN solutions should be administered through a
terminal filter. Lipid emulsion (or all-in-one mixes) should be passed through a membrane of pore size around 1.2 - 1.5
μm. Aqueous only solutions should be passed through a filter of 0.22 μm’.28

Nanoparticles and their potential effects
The potential effect of nanoparticles has become an increasingly active area of research. Nanoparticles are defined as
being particles with at least one dimension smaller than 100 nm including engineered nanoparticles, ambient ultrafine
particles and biological nanoparticles. The toxic effects of such particles will depend on many physicochemical properties
such as particle size and size distribution, agglomeration state, shape, crystal structure, chemical composition, surface
area, surface chemistry, surface charge, and porosity.29 The earliest studies investigating the toxicity of nanoparticles
focused on atmospheric exposure to heterogeneous mixtures of environmentally produced ultrafine particulate matter
(diameter < 100 nm). Typically the biological activity of nanoparticles has been found to increase as the particle size
decreases. Smaller particles occupy less volume and therefore result in a larger number of particles with a greater 
surface area per unit mass and increased potential for biological interaction.30 A recent review on the cardiovascular effects 



of air pollution reports that global studies have consistently shown that both short- and long-term exposure to particulate
matter (PM) are associated with cardiovascular disease, including myocardial ischaemia and infarctions, heart failure,
arrythmias, strokes, and increased cardiovascular mortality.31 (The PM varies in size from a few nm to 10 μm in diameter).
Inhaled PM may instigate remote cardiovascular health effects via three general pathways: 1) instigation of systemic
inflammation and/or oxidative stress, 2) alterations in autonomic balance, and 3) potentially by direct actions on the
vasculature. These responses have in turn been shown to trigger acute arterial vasoconstriction, endothelial disfunction,
arrythmias and pro-coagulant/thrombotic actions. 

Retention of nanoparticles by filtration 
The Pall NanodyneTM ELD Filter contains ‘N66’ Posidyne 0.2 μm rated media for fluid filtration. ‘N66’ Posidyne membrane is
Ultipor® ‘N66’ nylon which has been modified to contain cationic (positively charged) functional groups. This means that it
has the characteristic of positive zeta potential and is positively charged for the full pH range over which the zeta potential is
effective, (from about pH 3 - 10). A positively charged membrane will remove particles much smaller than its pore size if the
zeta potential of the pore walls of the filter media is the opposite sign to that of the challenge particles. Posidyne is therefore
extremely useful for filtering negatively charged suspensions and the majority of suspensions, including most particles,
bacteria, viruses and bacterial endotoxins are actually negatively charged. The Pall ‘N66’ Posidyne filter guide highlights the
performance characteristics of the filter media.32 Data obtained for grade NFZ (0.2 μm microbial rating) is summarised in
Table 1. It can be seen that this membrane is able to remove 38 nm diameter latex spheres with an efficiency greater than
99.99% (which is the limit of sensitivity of the test method) at a quantity up to 1.98 g/254 mm filter module. Similarly this
membrane is shown to remove large amounts of Escherichia coli endotoxin (which can be thought of as a ‘particle’ about 1
nm diameter). More recently similar studies have been performed using a continuous flow challenge of 32 nm polystyrene
latex beads.33 Each filter membrane was challenged at 100 mL/min for 1 hour. Data is shown in Table 2. These data can be
contrasted with that obtained for the removal of latex particles by Ultipor ‘N66’ (negatively charged) as shown in Table 3.
Removal efficiency was only found to be < 10%.
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Table 1

Contaminant removal by ‘N66’ Posidyne 0.2 μm rated membrane

Challenge quantity per
Test contaminant Diameter (nm) 254 mm module (g) Efficiency (%)

Spherical polystrene 38 1.98 > 99.99
2.06 99.95
2.38 98.5
2.80 85.4

E.coli endotoxin 1 0.016 > 99.997

Table 2

Continous flow challenge of ‘N66’ Posidyne 0.2 μm rated membrane

Filter media Upstream challenge Downstream challenge Log reduction
roll number (Accumulated Particles/mL) (Accumulated Particles/mL) Efficiency (%) value

5 - 550’ 13325.3 2.9 99.98 3.66

4 - 450’ #1 13376.0 1.2 99.99 4.05

Table 3

Latex particle removal by 0.2 μm rated Ultipor ‘N66’ membrane vs 0.2 μm rated ‘N66’ Posidyne

Test Removal efficiency Removal efficiency
contaminant Diameter (nm) for Ultipor ÔN66Õ for ÔN66Õ Posidyne

Latex test particles 38 < 10% > 99.999%*

*These efficiencies decrease when the quantities of latex incident on the filter exceeds certain levels
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